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Water'is'a'polar!compound!

WATER 

Four properties of water contribute to 
Earth�s fitness for life 
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Why is water so important to life?

What kinds of bonds hold the water molecule
together?

T
Are the electrons ‘really’ shared equally?

What is the result of this unequal sharing?

List the 4 properties of water that make it 
important to life on earth.

What kind of bond is formed  due to the (+) and (-)
charges on water molecule?

What does this cause the water molecules to do?
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Water�s Cohesive Property 

Adhesion 

Water Transport in Plants 

Define Cohesion-

Give some instances when you can observe the
cohesive properties of water.

Define Adhesion-

Give some examples when you can observe the 
adhesive properties of water.

How do plant use the cohesion and adhesion of water?

T
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The specific heat is the amount of heat required to raise the temperature 
by one degree Celsius.  

Specific Heat Capacity of water is Higher than most substances and is the 

result of water�s polar property. 

                                             

CAUTION!  
FILLING 
IS HOT? 

 

Life’s'Solvent'

What does Heat Capacity Mean?

Wh is typically cooler near the coastline in summer?

Define Specific Heat Capacity-

Why does pie filling stay hot long after the crust
has cooled?

Define a solvent-

Define a solution-

Why is water considered ‘Life’s Solven’?
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Acids'and'Bases'form'from'the'
Dissocia-on'of'Water'Molecules'
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Acids and Bases 

Threats to Water Quality on Earth 
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You should now be able to: 

1.  List and explain the four properties of 
water that emerge as a result of its ability 
to form hydrogen bonds 

2.  Distinguish between the following sets of 
terms: hydrophobic and hydrophilic 
substances; a solute, a solvent, and a 
solution 

3.  Define acid, base, and pH 
4.  Explain how buffers work 
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